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Aims of this workshop

• Support children in the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) to 
develop the physical skills needed to become confident writers and 
ultimately improve writing outcomes.

• Provide practical, low cost ideas to enhance your mark making and 
writing opportunities within continuous indoors and outdoors 
provision.



Knowsley Data



The importance of physical development.

On the left is a typical preschool child’s 
hand and on the right is a typical 7 year 
olds hand. 

The reason we need to provide lots of 
practice is because our children’s hands 
are still developing!

How their hands develop from the left to 
the right is through several years of 
physical play.

Psychologists have found a close 
connection between children’s fine motor 
skills and their speech. Their work 
suggests the development of fine motor 
skills creates preconditions for many 
psychological processes, in particular 
speech and language development.



We can prepare the hands for writing 
long before we pick up writing tools



Ideas for Fine motor skill development
Playdough

• With daily playdough activities a child’s 
brain learns to control their fingers a lot 
quicker.

• Manipulating playdough is a fine muscle 
exercise. Information on brain development 
shows the fingers are one of the last things 
the brain controls during child development.

• Everyone loves dough and disco, the music 
stimulates our ‘happiness chemicals’ which 
in turn impact on memory.

• Playing with playdough has no age limit 
because fine muscle needs exercise just like 
gross muscles.

• 'I like to' playdough action song - Bing video

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=dough+disco+youtube+for+kids&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=96CDDEFF183EB00F8F7C96CDDEFF183EB00F8F7C&&FORM=VDRVRV


• A combination of poem and finger 
movement positively influences a 
child’s development. 

• The oral tradition of any country 
provides examples of short poems or 
rhymes which are accompanied by 
finger movements.

• If your fingers move your mark 
making/handwriting will improve!





Fine motor skills 



Movement to music





Gross motor 
skills



Ideas for Gross motor skill development
• Gross motor (physical) skills are those which require whole body movement and which involve the large (core 

stabilising) muscles of the body to perform everyday functions, such as standing, walking, running, and sitting 
upright. It also includes eye-hand coordination skills such as ball skills (throwing, catching, kicking).

• Hop Scotch for hopping, or other games that encourage direct task/skill practice.

• Simon Says for body awareness and movement planning (praxis).

• Wheelbarrow walking races for upper body strength and postural or trunk control.

• Unstable surfaces: Walking/climbing over unstable surfaces (e.g. large pillows) as it requires a lot of effort and 
increases overall body strength.

• Catching and balancing: Standing with one foot on a ball while catching another ball (encourages balance while 
practicing catching and throwing).

• Large balls: Begin catching with a large ball/balloon and only after the skill is mastered, move to a smaller sized ball.

• Obstacle courses: to combine lots of gross motor skills together into one practice.

• Playground climbing and swinging.

• Swimming

• Mark making to music.







Making their mark!

• Mark making is much more than just a 
scribble! Babies and toddlers learn 
and begin to make sense of the world 
through mark making. 

• It is the beginning of a child’s journey 
towards writing and is an important 
step in a child’s development for 
handwriting, creativity and 
coordination. 

• Initially children take pleasure from 
the physical activity of mark making, 
but as they develop, they realise that 
they can control their marks and their 
creativity starts to thrive



Why writing is 
important 2021

https://help-for-early-years-
providers.education.gov.uk/literacy/writing



Sharing ideas
• Fine motor skills
• Gross motor skills
• Mark making 




